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Progress of Work

Oct 2020:
Training on effective economic corridor management

Apr – Sep 2022:
Comprehensive technical assessment study – seven dry port locations

Oct 2022:
Technical consultation workshop – multistakeholder

Jun 2023:
Training on dry ports development

Work collaborations continue

Enabling Developments:
✓ Strong policy linkages (through New Recovery Policy)
✓ Supported by institutional mechanisms (Ministry of Port Revitalization; Working Group on Dry Ports)
✓ Legal frameworks; updated laws, etc.
Next Steps

• Utilize existing learning modules and databases to further reinforce deeper understanding of issues (e.g., ESCAP e-learning module)

• Facilitate further deep dive sessions on specific policy areas, jointly with development partners (e.g., with UNCTAD, AIIB)

• Further consultations with Dry Ports Working Group

• Sustained multi-stakeholder engagements
THANK YOU
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